PREFACE
nobody who staples together in a collected volume the intellectual
output of a dozen years can pretend that all that is written in so
many pages is equally interesting, original, valid or consistent.
These essays reflect a quest for answers to the economic ills of
our age, particularly of the poor countries. Most of them are
empiric studies. Some deal with structural aspects. Others explore
the problems of accelerating economic growth, while maintaining
some form of external and internal equilibrium. Nearly half of
them have India as their center. But since India alone equals in
population the fifty-five states of Africa and Latin America, it is
hoped that its problems, acute as they are, have some relevance
to development economics. The other half deals with the changes
in the world economy over the last century and prospects for the
next one.
As I have struggled with these themes over the years, a general
conviction has slowly taken shape that future historians would con-
sider the two centuries (1850 to 2050) as the watershed in human
history—a period in which the age-old economic problem was
grappled with firmness and finally overcome. Those of us who
are over-burdened with contemporary concerns may regard this a
reckless generalization. But a perusal of the last one-third of this
collection would, it is hoped> indicate some of the elements which
form the basis for it.1
These essays were written on different subjects at different
periods for publication in different journals. As I reread them
now, I find that many of them could be improved by a revision
in the light of more up-to-date data and the development of my
own thinking. Such a revision could have also avoided a repetition
1 Further work along these lines is contained in my recent studies*
"Econorok Transition in Africa" in the Journal of Modern African Studies
(Cambridge University Press) Vol. II, No. 3,1964; "What is holding up Agri-
cultural Growth r in the Economic Weekly, Special Number, February 1964;
"Educational Distance between Nations : Its Origin and Prospects" (under
P*jt>8cati0a); and Mia We Want (Lucknow University, 1965).
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